
SHARE at a glance Stazione media (large)

Media station (large)

Divisorio  (rettangolo large)

Partition (rectangle large)

Lavagna (large)

Whiteboard (large)

Fioriera (quadrata)

Planter box (square)

Appendiabiti

Hanger

Tavolo 200 x  145,2 x  h. 73,6

Table 200 x 145,2 x h. 73,6

Divisorio  (rettangolo small)

Partition (rectangle small)

Tavolo 140 x  145,2 x  h. 105

Table 140 x 145,2 x h. 105

Tavolo 160 x  80 x  h. 105

Table 160 x 80 x h. 105

Tavolo 140 x  80 x  h. 73,6

Table 140 x 80 x h. 73,6

Lavagna (small)

Whiteboard (small)

Stazione media (small)

Media station (small)

Fioriera (rettangolo)

Planter box (rectangle)

Scaffale h. 190

Bookshelf h.190

Scaffale h. 118

Bookshelf h.118

Divisorio Tondo

Round partition
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Quickly configuring and reconfiguring even small 
workspaces is possible thanks to the mobility of Share 

solutions equipped with wheels with brakes.
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Underlying certain Share products are the concepts 
of interaction, communication and sharing, formally 
expressed by original media stations, whiteboards 
and tables in various sizes.
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A complete range of extremely versatile products 
characterises the Share collection, designed to meet 
every need in a smart working environment.



Share solutions are ideal for furnishing open spaces 
by creating differentiated and flexible zones. Thanks 
to their simple and extremely functional design, 
they can also be integrated individually into already 
furnished offices or traditional workspaces._ 16 _ 17



Share supports the office space all throughout the working day, 
offering differentiated solutions to serve the tasks at hand. Each 
solution perfectly dialogues with the next, with their combinations 
exponentially multiplying the number of configurations to best 
experience the individuality and collectivity of the office.

9:00 a.m. Meeting via video call.
Share products: Large media station, high table, stools on 
wheels.

11:00 a.m. Project development on individual stations.
Share products: Tables h. 73.6 partition (large rectangle), 
seats on wheels, shelf h. 118.

3:00 p.m. Joint meeting.
Share products: Tables h. 105, large whiteboard.

6:00 p.m. Confidential video call meeting.
Share products: Small media station, Table h. 73.6, round 
partition, seats and stools on wheels.

5:00 p.m. Reserved individual workstations.
Share products: Table h. 105, small rectangular 
partition.

1:00 p.m. Lunch break.
Share products: Low square tables h. 73.6, 
Medium-large station, coat rack, shelf h. 190.
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